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measure to these hardy warriors 9 and the economic
conditions in the French zone were not such as to en-
courage people to remain at home On one day alone^
when General Franco's brother and the High Com-
missioner paid a visit to Alcazar near the frontier, no
less than four hundred and fifty men came across and
enlisted
The truth of this cannot be questioned^ for the French
officers, with whom I discussed the matter, of course
knew all about it Bpt what could they do? On so
wide a frontier no steps of any practical value could be
taken, and it became impossible to prevent the de-
parture of would-be recruits at night time It may be,
of course, that owing to the perils of the economic
situation, these departures suited both sides, but in any
case ail the French could do was to accept a position
they were unable to alter
From the international point of view the situation
was liable to be misunderstood The French Govern-
ment made no secret of its anxiety that the Republican
Spanish Government should prevail, and yet here was
General Franco using the French Protectorate as a
first-class recruiting-ground France was not realy
running with the hare and hunting with the hounds^
though to those ignorant of geographical and other
difficulties, which were of course insuperable, it did
look very much like it. At least the 'reservoir of men*
one had heard talked about so much in the past, seemed
to be falling into the wrong hands. Ever since the
Treaty of Fez in 1912, the existence of two separate
zones has from time to time caused difficulties—as it
was bound to do, no matter how willing the different
authorities might be to collaborate—and it has always
seemed to me a great mistake to have split up the

